
The aim of the thesis is to analyse motives of Alfred Andersch’s novel
„Sansibar oder Der letzte Grund“ (Flight to Afar) which was written in 1957.
The first chapter of the thesis looks at the West German literature in the
first post-war years and then in 60’s and 70’s when both the German literature and
public had to put up with the horrors of war and accusations of collective guilt.
The so called “point zero” signalling the start of a new German literature
is, somewhat, disputed. Twelve years of the fascist regime interrupted the
continuity of German literature unlike in politics where this period marked the end
of a political system. Immediately after 1945, the literary life in Germany was
given a chance to analyse and process what had happened. Literature was written
mainly by emigrants in this period. The volume of their production was large but
many of these books could be published only after the war. The most popular
genre was a historical novel. Not even authors of the “internal emigration”
provided any new impetus after the war. Only the post-war literature in the FRG
and writers belonging to the literary circle Group 47 managed to do this. The most
frequent themes include the issue of the Nazi past, reflection of the post-war
reality including the Cold War and economic miracle. In the 60’s other genres
occur such as reportage, documentary plays and interview.
The second chapter focuses on the historical context of the novel and on
fascism and its policy in the field of arts. After electing Hitler Chancellor of
Germany in 1933, a systematic construction and expansion of the Nazi apparatus
began which influenced every level of the political and social life
Central controlling bodies were set up in order to fully supervise cultural
activities. The newly established Ministry of Propaganda banned all non-Aryan
artists and artist of different political hue from their jobs and introduced
censorship.


